Recently, some articles on the P-value published in biomedical journals caught my eye. These articles included the words 'misuse, ' 'misconception, ' or 'misinterpretation' of the P-value in their titles or abstracts. Nuzzo [1] stated that P-values, the 'gold standard' of statistical validity, are not as reliable as many scientists assume and added that 'the P-value was never meant to be used the way it's used today. ' Greenland et al. [2] provided an explanatory list of 18 misinterpretations of P-values and guidelines for improving statistical interpretation. Other interesting articles include a paper by Chavalarias et al. [3] and the accompanying editorial by Kyriacou [4] published in the Journal of the American Medical Association, and a review paper by van Rijn et al. [5] . Not only in biomedical communities, but also in a major statistical society, a statement on P-values has been issued in order to sound the alarm about the misuse of P-values [6] .
point is that it should not be used as a definitive decision-making tool, yielding outcomes of yes or no. A P-value is a probability. It is a measure of summarizing the incompatibility between a particular set of data and a proposed model for the data (the null hypothesis) [6] . Ronald Fisher, who introduced the P-value, intended it as an informal way to judge whether evidence was significant in the sense of being worthy of a second look [1] . A very small P-value indicates that the null hypothesis is very incompatible with the data that have been collected. However, we cannot say with certainty that the null hypothesis is not true, or that the alternative hypothesis must be true [5] .
Another important fact is that the P-value has nothing to do with the magnitude or the importance of an observed effect [5] . I have been surprised to see that many researchers interpret a result with a risk ratio of 0.59 with a P-value of 0.16 as non-significant or 'no difference, ' while stating that a risk ratio of 0.83 with a P-value of 0.002 is highly significant. As argued by Wasserstein and Lazar [6] , statistical significance is not equivalent to scientific, human, or economic significance. One must not interpret the results solely by the P-value. A small P-value could be simply due to a very large sample size regardless of the effect size. A Pvalue > 0.05 does not mean that no effect was observed, or that the effect size was small. One must look at the effect size and uncertainty measures (e.g., standard error and confidence interval) to evaluate whether the results are clinically or scientifically relevant. Now, how do we avoid misusing P-values? One journal even prohibits P-values, saying that the null hypothesis significance testing procedure is invalid [7] . I think this is a rather extreme action. Still, it is collateral evidence of the rampant misuse of the P-value. As many statisticians have said, the P-value itself is not
